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Introducing RAP and Rich

• RAP is a non-profit organization providing 
technical and educational assistance to 
government officials on energy and 
environmental issues. RAP staff have 
extensive utility regulatory experience.

– Richard Sedano directs RAP’s US Program. 
He was commissioner of the Vermont 
Department of Public Service from 1991-2001 
and is an engineer.
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Today’s Remarks

• The financial norm for utilities

– Focus on distribution service

• Common to all places, utility roles

• Introduction of stressors

• Outlook
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The Financial Norm for Utilities

• Just and reasonable rates, fairly allocated

• Access to capital

• Safe and reliable service

• Customers turn the switch, power is there, 
and most pay their bills routinely

• Utilities serve and forecast service based 
on growth and stable customer base 
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How Utilities Collect Revenue

• Customers pay a monthly fixed cost

– Typically for costs that are customer specific

• Customers pay a volumetric rate

– Business and a few residential customers pay 
for demand (kW)

• Most of the revenue comes from the 
volumetric rates
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Importance of Revenue 
from Volumetric Rates

• We are used to high capital requirement 
businesses getting revenue per unit

– Gasoline, Fuel Oil

– Electricity

– Gas

• The confidence of cash flow secures availability 
of capital

• We also buy services where volume does not 
matter

– Phone service
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How Investor Owned Utilities 
Earn Net Income

• Earnings are imputed into the revenue 
requirement in a rate case

• Earnings are based on 

– the book value of utility assets, the “rate base”

– The return on rate base allowed by the 
regulator

• Based on market and comparative calculations –
an art as well as economics

• Note absence of performance
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What about Performance?

• Where it produces incremental earnings, it 
is a small amount

• Generally, from the utility perspective on 
earning, performance influences are 
primarily negative

– Deficient performance can produce an array 
of adverse financial results

– Exceptional performance rarely credited
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Stress Right Now

• Public policy for clean air, least cost, least 
risk, consumer choice, and innovation are 
favoring resources on the customer side of 
the meter

– Exponential growth of customer generation

– Technology to empower customers

– More use of the utility system to accomplish 
public policy
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View from the Utility

• Sales and services no longer provided by 
the utility

– Revenue the utility has counted on to support 
embedded fixed assets

– Some utility solutions align w public interest 

• Safe and reliability service remains the 
mission

– How to motivate innovation to achieve with 
different set of assets?
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Recommendations

• Two way, full value
– Cross subsidies?

• Regional differences 
matter

• Infant industry 
support OK

• Rules and terms of 
service matter

• Keep tariffs simple
– Consider time-based

• Innovative business 
models useful

• Incentives and rate 
design are distinct

• Throughput incentive a 
distinct challenge

• Consider “have not” 
customers
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Outlook

• Performance may become more of a 
prominent way utility earns net income

• Role of the utility may be revisited

– Reliable Delivery: check

– Enable customers to be as active as they want?

– Connect innovators with customers?

– Compete in new markets?
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States to Watch

• Hawaii

• Massachusetts

• New York

• California

• Illinois
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About RAP

The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) is a global, non-profit team of experts that 
focuses on the long-term economic and environmental sustainability of the power 
and natural gas sectors. RAP has deep expertise in regulatory and market policies 
that:

 Promote economic efficiency
 Protect the environment
 Ensure system reliability
 Allocate system benefits fairly among all consumers

Learn more about RAP at www.raponline.org

rsedano@raponline.org


